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Diverseness of programmes and
activities for children and the youth
in the Fužine estate
It could be stated that the Fužine housing estate is a good example of an estate with
activities and programmes for children and the youth whose concept is responding
adequately to the ever changing needs of the users. At the same time these programmes are
performed in the user's residential environment where they feel comfortable. Additionally,
several programmes include a preventive component, some of them are targeted to the
youth having addiction problems or a feeling of alienation.
The aim is to present some programmes which have proven useful, successful and
responsive such as:

CONA offers
many activities.
One of the most
important is the
daily centre,
within which
volunteers and
professionals
socialize with
children and
youth. They offer
educational
assistance and
also perform
therapeutic
sessions. Several
times youngsters
are taken on
different trips,
where they can
learn to swim, ski
and try other
sports (like
therapeutic
diving), they
learn survival
techniques and
participate in
workshops to
enhance their
social skills.

“Good guidance
brings out
creativity of
people and it
enhances the
community
spirit.”
“Growing green
jungle in the
middle of the
concrete jungle.”

The project is interesting from two
points. The first is that it is used for
children’s play and it is also “alive”
because the willow branches were
in fact planted. Children now water
it and take care of it.

SKALA carries out its mission
through several programmes in
Fužine. The Youth Centre “12” offers
activities for children from 9 to 14
years old. Within the Street Work
Programme they organize sport
activities, confidential private talks
with animators and other activities.
For youngsters in need and their
families,
different
forms
of
assistance are available.

SEZAM organizes yearly summer
camps in Fužine. Volunteers from
Slovenia
and
other
countries
perform different activities and
workshops
for
children
during
summer vacations. The main idea of
the camp is socializing, meeting new
people and creativity. One of the
activities is that youngsters take
photos of the favourite places within
the neighbourhood.
Each
year,
these
places change and it
is
interesting
to
observe which places
are
popular
and
which are no longer
“in the game”. After
the camp ends, an
exhibition of these
photos is organized
in the City Museum.

“I am participating in a dancing group, where
I have met many new friends and learnt how
to dance. I am having great time!”
“I like playing football and attending
workshops. I also come to “12” to study.”
“A lot of good stuff is going on in “12”.
Workshops are the best, I especially enjoyed it
when we were making European flags. They
also help me in studying.”
“Skala means a great joy and learning how to
be responsible.”

Under the guidance of German
artist Jan Deicker, the students
of the Famul Stuart School,
professionals
from
the
kindergarten, children and their
parents constructed an object
made from the willow branches
in the playground of the
kindergarten.

WillowArt

“Let's play
park” is a joint project of the The
Famul Stuart School of Applied Arts
and Sezam, which aims to establish a
park as a field of communication with
the neighbourhood. The project took
place in Fužine nursery school.

“CONA means everything to me! My
favourite trip was when we went sailing.
I love Urša, Meta, Anja, Primož, Vito
because they are so nice and honest.”
“CONA means a lot to me. I come here
every day. I can talk to people and I can
tell them everything. I really trust them.”
“CONA is a great place. I like billiard,
fitness, and hand football the most.”

Cona

Svetovalnica Fužine youth centre, teenagers and activists is a community youth programme for
psycho-social assistance to children,
youth and also to families in need.

For
older
youngsters
Skala
organises
activities
within
the
Midnight Bus Programme. Of course,
one of the most famous events
within the neighbourhood is Party in
Fužine (Fešta na Fužinah), within
which Skala, together with different
other organizations, prepares the
whole-day party and socializing –
not only for children but also for
their families and other inhabitants
of Fužine.

Skala
unit of Janez

is an organizational
Smrekar Institution,
established to promote street work with
youngsters. The main aim of Skala is
being together with young people in
their own everyday environment. The
main guidance of the animators (street
workers) is to motivate all the
participants to participate actively in
the activities.

»Sezam
is my
city«.

Sezam

is a nongovernmental
non-profit
organisation
active in the child care domain. First,
they started with organizing babysitting
at children’s homes and later they
supplemented
their
activities
with
organising activities in children’s leisure
time. SEZAM offers a whole range of
constant activities, such as Children Flea
Market, Fuzine Camp, Artistic Vacations,
Research Camps, Schools for Parents,
“The Street is Ours” and the like.
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